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Experiment

Abstract
Motivation
Changing personal behavior is one of the most promising ways to improve health and
reduce premature death. eHealth interventions are a good way to support such
behavior change, but adherence to them remains low.

Pre-screening

Aim
We aim to design and develop persuasive communication in form of a virtual coach that
helps people to adhere to their behavior change intervention.

Pre-questionnaire

Approach
Our virtual coach persuades people based on a personalized reinforcement-learning
algorithm that considers a person’s current and future states as well as the similarity of
people. This approach was tested in an experiment in which more than 500 participants
interacted with the virtual coach in 5 conversational sessions. In each session, people
were persuaded to do a small preparatory activity for smoking cessation or increasing
physical activity. We currently analyze the gathered data to determine 1) the
effectiveness of the approach, 2) the policy similarity for different types of activities, and
3) the acceptance of the virtual coach. The anonymized data will be shared.

Session 1: Random
Persuasion
Training sessions
Session 2: Random
Persuasion

This is Hannah

Randomization

She’s here to help you. Help with what you ask? With changing your behavior of course!
Surely there is something you want to change. Maybe you want to finally go running
twice a week or go to bed earlier. You are lucky, because Hannah is a therapist and here
to motivate you.
How does Hannah decide how to persuade you to stick to your behavior change
intervention?

Other people

3 Sessions with
Persuasion “Best
Overall”

3 Sessions with
Persuasion “Best in
State”

Theoretical
expertise

Your current
situation
Similar people
Success of future
persuasive attempts

3 Sessions with
Persuasion “Best Qvalue”

3 Sessions with
Persuasion “Best
Similarity-Weighted Qvalue”

Post-questionnaire

Effectiveness of Approach
We will evaluate the effectiveness of the approach based on:
1.
The change in effort between the training and the testing sessions,
2.
The change in effort between the testing sessions, and
3.
The change in perceived motivational impact of the virtual coach between the
training and the testing sessions.

Policy Similarity
We will compare the optimal policies computed based on all collected data on the one
hand, and data collected based on either only smoking cessation activities or only
physical activity increase activities on the other hand.

Now let’s meet Sam!

Acceptance of the Virtual Coach

In contrast to Hannah, he is your virtual coach. Sam is
available at all times, scalable, cost-effective and can facilitate
tailoring [2].
Can Sam do what Hannah can, or even more?

https://www.freepik.com/vectors/technology:
Technology vector created by pch.vector www.freepik.com

Approach

We asked people about their acceptance [1] of the virtual coach Sam via 6 questions.
This data will also be analyzed.
Although a robot we got
Sam appeared to be
on and he was nice and
enthusiastic and happy, and
simple to get on with
it is natural to feel the same
He was verging on the 'full
emotions, so i think this is a
5
of beans'/'everything is
good way to gain trust.
awesome' character that I
personally find annoying.
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